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I. INTRODUCTION 
Connectivity function, as defined in Chapter III, was 
first defined in a research problem by Nash (3). The solu­
tion to this problem which was associated with the fixed 
points of connectivity functions, was first presented by 
Hamilton (2). Stallings (4) did additional work in the field 
of fixed point theorems for connectivity functions. He also 
filled in a gap in Hamilton's solution of the research 
problem submitted by Nash (3). 
The primary objective of the second chapter of this 
paper is the solution of a problem which arose in the re­
search of Stallings (4). However, the theorems of Chapter II 
which are associated primarily with connected topologies on 
the unit interval have a wider application than just to the 
solution of the aforementioned problem. 
In Chapter III of this paper a new characterization of 
connectivity function is given along with theorems to establish 
its validity. The theory of retracts as presented by Borsuk 
(1), which is associated with continuous functions, is 
generalized by the introduction of connectivity retracts, 
which are associated with connectivity functions. Theorems 
and examples concerning the theory of connectivity retracts 
and describing their properties are presented. 
Chapter IV contains theorems concerning xhe space of 
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connectivity functions. The space of connectivity functions 
is shown to have some of the properties of the space of con­
tinuous functions. 
Throughout this paper certain terminology and well known 
definitions shall be used. Some of these are compiled here 
for convenience. The term space shall be used to indicate a 
topological space satisfying the usual axioms. Small letters 
shall be used to designate specific elements. Capital let­
ters shall be used to designate collections of elements 
(spaces, sets, subsets, and so forth). Greek letters shall 
be used to indicate the topology of open sets imposed on a 
space. For example, (A, T) is the set of elements designated 
by A under the topology of open sets designated by %. The 
null or empty set will be denoted by 0. The intersection of 
a collection of sets [S 1 A is defined as 
The union of a collection of sets [S ] £ ^ is defined as 
{x: x E S for all a £ A] . 
{x: x e S for some a s A]. 
a 
If only two sets are involved, then A A B and A U B, 
respectively shall be used. 
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II. CONNECTED TOPOLOGIES FOR THE UNIT INTERVAL 
In this thesis I denotes the closed unit interval [0, 1] 
and TQ the usual topology on I. Also, for convenience in 
notation the term, interval, shall indicate the usual open 
interval of (I, TQ) of the form (a, b). It is necessary to 
have the following definitions prior to proceeding to the 
statement of Stallings1 problem. 
Definition 2.1. A topological space is connected if and 
only if it is not the union of two disjoint non-empty open 
sets. 
Definition 2.2. T is a connected topology for the space 
X if and only if (X, T) is a connected space. 
Definition 2.3. A subset Y of a space X is connected if 
and only if the topological space Y with the relative topology 
is connected. 
The following two lemmas are well known and hence stated 
without proof. 
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a space and A a subset of S. Then 
A is connected if and only if no proper subset of A is both 
open and closed in A. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 5 be a space and A a subset of 5. Then 
A is connected if and only if A cannot be expressed as B u C 
where B / 0> C ^ 0, B fl C = 0 and B A C = 0. 
Definition 2.4. T is a finer topology than the topology 
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cr if every set open under o is also an open set under T, that 
is, c C T. 
Definition 2.5. A family of sets, S, is a subbase for a 
topology T if and only if each open set of T is the union of 
finite intersections of members of S. Such a subbase shall 
be referred to as a T-subbase. 
Stallings' Problem. If T is a topology on I, let be 
the topology whose subbase consists of the open sets of % and 
of the left-closed intervals [a, b); let be the topology 
whose subbase consists of the open sets of % and of the right-
closed intervals. Suppose that T is a connected topology for 
I and that T is finer than TQ. Let L and R be subsets of I, 
L u R = I, OeL, 1 S Rj L open in T^, R open in T^. IS it 
necessarily true that L A R / 0? 
Definition 2.6. Given a space (X, T) and an element 
x e X, then N is a ^-neighborhood of x if and only if N is 
an open set of (X, T) and x e N. 
Theorem 2.1. If the T of Stallings' problem is 
restricted to TQ, then Stallings1 question has an affirmative 
answer, that is, LU R / 0. 
Proof. Let , Tr, L and R be defined as in the prob­
lem. Assume that R ft L = 0. Now since OeL and L is open 
in TL, there exist ^-neighborhoods of 0 which contain no 
elements of R. Let N be such a ^^-neighborhood. However, 
all Tj--neighborhoods of 0 contain a subset of the form 
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[0, a), 0 < a < 1. Hence N contains such a subset. Let A c L 
be the non-empty set consisting of all elements a such that 
0 < a < x for all x e R. A is a bounded set, hence has a 
least upper bound, call it v. Observe that v < x for all 
x e R and, therefore, v e I. 
Assume v e R. R is open in and every ^ -neighborhood 
of v contains an interval of the form either (v - e, v + 6) 
or (v - e, v] where s, 6 > 0 and, hence contains an element 
of L. This implies that R H L / 0. Therefore v £ R. 
Assume v e L. Then by the definition of v, any interval 
about v, (v - s, v + b) or [v, v + ô) where e, ô > 0, con­
tains an element of R. This implies that R fl L £ 0 since L 
is open in . Therefore v jef L. 
Since v £ R and v £ L implies v £ I, it is apparent 
that R 0 L cannot be the null set. 
The following four results serve to characterize the 
properties which must be possessed by a topology on I in 
order that it satisfy the criteria imposed by Stallings in 
his problem. 
Theorem 2.2. If x e I and T is a connected topology for 
1 finer than TQ, then for each e > 0 every ^-neighborhood of 
x must have elements in (x - £, x) for x £ 0 and in (x, x + E) 
for x £ 1. 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. It shall be shown that 
under the criteria of the theorem every T-neighborhood of X 
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will have elements in (x - e, x) for x / 0. The proof that 
every ^-neighborhood of x will have elements in (x, x + e) 
for x / 1 is similar. 
Assume that there exists a ^-neighborhood of x, call it 
N, such that N A (x - e, x) = 0. Observe that x e N. It 
follows that N A (x - e, 1] = N A Ex, l] ? x is an open set 
in (I, T). Hence f N 0 [x, 1]3 V (x, l] = [x, l] is an open 
subset of (I, T). However, since T is finer than TQ ? [x, l] 
is a closed subset of (I, T). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
T is not a connected topology for I which is a contradiction. 
Corollary 2.1. If x e I and T is a connected topology 
for I finer that TQ, then no T-neighborhood N of x can con­
tain a half closed interval J where the end point in J is not 
0 or 1 and is a positive distance from N - J. 
Proof. Let N be a T-neighborhood of x and N contain a 
half closed interval J where the end point in J, call it a, 
is not 0 or 1. Observe that N is also a T-neighborhood of a. 
Hence, applying Theorem 2.2, it follows that a is not a 
positive distance from N - J. 
Definition 2.7. Let S be a topological space. A subset 
X of S is said to be a T-component of S if and only if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) X is non-empty. 
(2) X is a connected subset of (S, T). 
(3) If Y is any connected subset of (S, T) satisfying 
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Y n X Ï 0, then Y c x. 
Definition 2.8. A collection cr of T-neighborhood s of a 
point p in a space (S, a) is said to form a local T-base at p 
if and only if, given any ^-neighborhood U of p in S, there 
exists a V s a such that V c U. 
Theorem 2.3. Let T be a connected topology defined on I 
which is finer than TQ and let x be an element of I. If the 
TG-neighborhoods of x do not form a local TG-base at x for T, 
then x must have a T-neighborhood, call it N, such that 
(0, x] A Cx = jx] and/or [x, 1) A Cx = [x] for x e I where 
C is the TG-component of N containing x. 
Proof. Let x e I be given. If the TG-neighborhoods of 
x do not form a local T^-base at x for T, there exists a 
T-neighborhood of x, call it N, such that N contains no 
Tq-neighborhood of x. The remainder of the proof shall be 
divided into the three cases: (I) x e (0, 1), (II) x = 1 
and (ill) x = 0. Since the proof in the third case is similar 
to that of the second case, only the proofs of the first two 
cases shall be exhibited. 
Case I. Now x s N, hence (0, x] A C and [x, 1) A Cx 
are non-empty. Assume that neither (0, x] H Cx = {xl nor 
[x, 1) A C = [x]. Hence Cx is a non-degenerate interval 
containing x as an interior point. It is apparent that there 
exists an open interval, call it M, such that x s M c. Cx N. 
Hence N contains M as a TQ-neighborhood of x. This result 
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contradicts the condition that N contained no Tq-neighborhood 
of x. 
Case II. Now x e N and x = 1, hence [x, 1) ft C = 0 
but (0, x] n C / 0. Assume that (0, x] i C^ / [x]. There­
fore C is a non-degenerate interval containing x as a right 
end point. It follows that there exists a left open interval, 
call it M = (m, 1] such that x e M = (m, 1] «= c «*N. A 
contradiction to the condition that N contained no TQ-
neighborhood of x is apparent since N => M. 
Theorem 2.4. Let T be any connected topology on I which 
is finer that TQ such that for every element x of I, with the 
exception of a set of elements P, the ^ -neighborhoods of x 
form a local T-base at x. Let L and R be chosen as in 
Stallings1 problem, and suppose L n R = 0. Then P contains 
a non-denumerable number of elements of I. 
Proof. Let U be the TY-interior of L. It follows that 
U is the union of at most Xq disjoint open intervals. Let U' 
be the set of left end points of the intervals of U. Let U" 
be the set of right end points of the intervals of U and U* = 
U' u U". Let V be the TY-interior of R. Define V*, V' and 
V" similarly for V. Now, since U & L, due to the connected­
ness of T and Corollary 2.1, 
(2.1) U" c L. 
Similarly, 
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(2.2) V'CR. 
Clearly 
(2.3) U" c P and V' <= P. 
Choose an element of I, call it y, such that 
-X- "X* 
y e I - ( U U V U U  U V ). Assume y ^  P. Now either y e L 
or y s R. It shall be assumed that y e L. The proof is 
similar if it is assumed that y e R. Therefore either there 
exists an open interval contained in L containing y or y must 
be the left end point of an open interval contained in L. 
However this implies yeUoryeU,a contradiction. Hence, 
(2.4) y s I - (U v v v U* v V*) => y e P. 
It follows from Statement 2.4 that if U = V = jZf, then PP I 
and P is non-denumerable, ending the proof. Hence assume 
that U ^  0 and observe that the proof follows similarly if 
it is assumed that V ^ 0. 
Define A = U v V. The number of ^-components in A is 
at most denumerable. If A consists of a finite number of TQ-
components, there exists an interval of U which is closer to 
1 than any other interval of U. Let d be the right end point 
of this maximal open interval of U. From Statement 2.1 
above, d s L, and hence d / 1. Now either there is no 
maximal open interval of V to the right of d, or there is a 
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first one. If there is a first one, call its left end point 
e. Then Statement 2.2 implies e e R. Therefore either 
[d, l] or [d, e], applying Statements 2.3 and 2.4, consists 
only of elements of P since it contains no element of A. 
Hence either P is non-denumerable and the proof is complete 
or A must contain a denumerable number of ^-components. 
If A consists of a denumerable number of Ty-components, 
form a set B as follows. Let B s? A. Place 1 e B if 1 is in 
U* or V*. Place 0 in B if 0 is in U* or V*. Let q e B, for 
q e I, if q is the end point of two distinct Tg-components of 
A. Notice that B is an open set under TQ. It follows that 
I - B is a closed set under Tq. Also, from the construction 
of B, I -B contains no isolated points. Therefore I - B is 
a perfect set. Hence I - B is either the null set or contains 
a non-denumerable number of elements. It follows from State­
ments 2.3 and 2.4 that every element of I - B, with the 
exception of at most a denumerable number of elements of 
U* U V", is in P. If I -B is non-null this results in P 
being non-denumerable. 
Suppose I - Bis the null set. Since U / 0, pick one 
maximal open interval of U. Call its right end point g. 
From Statement 2.1, g ^ 1. g is not in V' for if it were, by 
Statement 2.2, g £ R and, by Statement 2.1, g £ L. Hence 
g £ B which implies g £ I - B and I- Bis non-null. 
Therefore it follows that P consists of a non-denumerable 
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number of elements and the proof is complete. 
The following is a topology for I which shall be referred 
to as the tangled topology or T'. It will be shown that the 
tangled topology satisfies all of the conditions set forth 
for T of Stallings1 problem and insures that his question has 
a negative answer. 
The Tangled Topology (T1) for I. Remove the middle 1/3 
intervals of I as in the formation of the Cantor set and 
label them as follows : 
(a^,  b-J = (1/3,  2/3);  
(c^,  dj  = (1/9,  2/9) ,  (eg,  d%) = (7/9,  8/9);  
(ag,  bg) = (1/27,  2/27),  (a^,  b%) = (7/27,  8/27),  
(a^,  b^) = (19/27,  20/27),  
(a^,  b^) = (25/27,  26/27).  
Continue the above process, taking out the middle 1/3 of 
intervals not yet labeled at the nth stage and calling them 
(au, bjj if n is odd or (c^, d^) if n is even. Observe that 
no two intervals for even values of n are assigned the same 
subscript. Similarly, no two intervals for odd values of n 
are assigned the same subscript. Define: 
CO 
M = U I- where I. = (a., b.). 
i=l ill 
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N = U J. where J. = (c. , d.). 
i=l 111 
OO 00 
K = I - U ï. - U j - {0} - [1] . 
i=l 1 1=1 1 
Form a subbase B for the topology T1 In the following manner; 
S e B if and only if one of the following holds : 
(i) S is open in the usual topology of I. 
CO 
(ii) S = MU fpl where p s K u [0} U U [b.} . 
i=l 
OO 
(iii) S = N 0 l p} where p e £1} U U . 
i=l 
Theorem 2.5. I is connected under T1. 
Proof. Assume T' does not leave I connected, that is, 
by Lemma 2.1, there exist sets A and B such that A U B = I, 
A fl'B = 0, A and B are both open and closed proper subsets of 
I. Since 0 e A or 0 e B, without loss of generality, it may 
be assumed that 0 e B. Therefore the set A must have a 
greatest lower bound, call it a. 
Case I. a s A. It is apparent, since 0 E B, that a > 0. 
Hence by the definition of T1 every- T'-neighborhood of a must 
contain points of [0, a) and, hence, points of B. Therefore 
a is a limit point of B and B is not a closed subset of I, 
which contradicts the assumption. 
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Case II. a s B. 
CO CO CO 
(A) If a E M U N u o {a.} u 0 [c.l U U [dA , 
i=l i=l 1 i=l 1 
then each T'-neighborhood of a contains an interval of the 
form [a, b) for some b > a. B is an open set of (I, T1), 
therefore a would not be, as defined, the greatest lower 
bound of A. 
OO 
( B) If a E K V ^0} u V \b.) , then for some e > 0, 
i=l 1 
(a, a + E) A M must be in B since a E B, and therefore the 
end points of M are in B. Also, from the definition of the 
-neighborhoods of any point b s K, b must be in B if it is 
in (a, a + E). Hence, since a is the greatest lower bound of 
A, A must contain a sequence of intervals of N approaching a 
from the right. Choose one of the intervals in this sequence, 
call it (c, d), such that ( c, d) C. (a, a + e/2). Every T! -
neighborhood of d contains an interval of the form (e, f) 
where e < d < f. Hence, from the construction of M and N, 
the interval (d, f) contains points of B for every f. There­
fore d is a limit point of B and, since B is closed, d E B. 
This results in a contradiction since d is also a limit point 
of A. 
(C) If a = 1, A = 0.. However, A was restricted to be 
non-null. 
Therefore it follows that T' leaves I connected. 
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It is apparent that the connected subsets of I under TQ 
are the intervals contained in I. It is also apparent that 
if T is a finer connected topology for I than TQ, then any 
connected subset of I under T is also a connected subset of I 
under TQ. The following theorem shows that the reverse is 
also true. 
Theorem 2.6. If T is a finer connected topology for I 
than TQ> then any connected subset of I under TQ will be a 
connected subset of I under T. 
Proof. Observe that from the statement of the theorem 
it follows that I is connected under T, hence it is necessary 
only to consider proper subsets of I. Let J be a proper sub­
set of I which is connected under TQ , that is, J is an interval 
contained in I. 
Case I. J is a closed interval. Let J = [a," b] where 
0 < a < b < 1. Assume that J is not a connected subset of I 
under T. Then, applying Lemma 2.2, there exist sets A and B 
such that A v B = J, A / 0, B / 0, Â n B = 0 and A n B = 0. 
Now either a e A or a E B and either b e A or b e B. Assume 
a e A and b e B. The proof is similar if any of the other 
three possible combinations are considered. 
Now define [0, a) v A = C and (b, l] tf B = D. Observe 
that C v D = I, C/0, D / 0, C " D = 0 and C \ D = 0, which 
contradicts the fact that I is connected under T. Hence, if 
J is a closed interval of I, J is connected under T. 
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Case II. J is a half closed interval. Assume that J 
does not contain its right end point. The proof is similar 
if it is assumed that J does not contain its left end point. 
Let J = [a, b) where 0 < a < b < 1. Observe that J can be 
00 
written as U [a, b - 1/n]. By Case I of this theorem, for 
n=l 
each n, [a, b - 1/n] is connected under T. Since a is in 
CO 
each of the intervals it follows that J = *> [a, b - 1/n] 
n=l 
is a connected subset of I under T. 
Case III. J is an open interval, that is, J contains 
neither of its end points. Let J = (a, b) where 0 < a < b < 1. 
Then J = (a, c] U [c, b) where a < c < b. It follows from 
Case II of this theorem that both (a, c] and [c, b) are con­
nected subsets of I under T. Hence, since they have the 
point c in common, their union is a connected subset of I 
under T. 
Corollary 2.2. Any connected subset of I under TQ is a 
connected subset of I under T1. 
Proof. Theorem 2.5 establishes that T' is a connected 
topology for I. Observe that in the definition of T' all 
open sets of I under TQ are also open sets of I under V, 
hence T ' is a finer topology for I than TQ. Therefore it 
follows immediately from Theorem 2.6 that any connected sub­
set of I under TQ is a connected subset of I under T'. 
With the information contained in the preceding theorems 
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it is now possible to show that the question asked by Stal­
lings in his problem has a negative answer. Observe that 
Theorem 2.5 insures that T' is a connected topology for I. 
From the definition of T' it is apparent that T' is finer 
than TQ , hence T1 satisfies the conditions of the T of 
Stallings1 problem. Now define the following sets where the 
symbols M, N, K, b^, c^, a^, d^ have the same meaning as in 
the definition of V and where T^' and T^' have the same 
meaning as in the statement of Stallings1 problem. 
OO 
P = M V [0} V K V U $ b. V 
i=l 1 
00 
Q = N V fl} u U \c.\. 
i=l 1 
OO 
L' = PI) V îa A . 
i=l 
00 
R' = Q U V [d.l. 
i=l 1 
It is apparent that P is an open set in I under T' and, 
hence, in I under Tl' and that Q is an open set in I under T' 
and, hence, in I under Tr'. It follows immediately that L1 
is open in T^' and that R' is open in Tr'. Observe that 
L' V R' = I, 0 e L' and 1 s R'. Hence L' and R' satisfy, 
respectively, the requirements of the L and R of Stallings' 
problem. It is quite apparent that L' A R' = 0 which results 
* 
in the negative answer to Stallings1 problem. 
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It is of interest to observe that T1 is as uncomplicated 
a topology as any which answers Stallings1 problem. Theorems 
2.2 and 2.3, along with Corollary 2.1, tend to describe the 
additional open sets which were added to TQ to form T' while 
Theorem 2.4 assures that it is necessary for I under a topol­
ogy satisfying Stallings' conditions to have a non-denumerable 
number of points at which the Tg-neighborhood system does not 
form a local TY-base. 
Since T' is finer than TQ, it is apparent that I under 
T' forms a Hausdorff space. The following theorem further 
describes T'. 
Theorem 2.7. I under V has the following properties. 
(a) I under T' is not countably compact, hence, not a 
compact space. 
(b) I under T' is not regular. 
(c) I under T' is a separable space. 
(d) I under T! is a first countable space. 
(e) I under T1 is not a second countable space. 
Proof. In this proof the notation is that used in 
defining T'. 
(a) Select a sequence [s^, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., such 
that for each i, s. e N and limit a. = 0 under Tn. It is 1 i^oo i u 
apparent that such a sequence exists. Since T' is finer than 
TQ, 0 is the only possible limit point of the sequence. How­
ever, 0 has a T'-neighborhood such that it contains no element 
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of N. It follows that 0 is not a limit point of the sequence, 
and, hence, I under T' is not countably compact. Applying 
the well known theorem that every compact subset of a space 
is countably compact, it follows immediately that (I, T') is 
not a compact space. 
(b) Let U be a neighborhood of b^ of the form 
[b^ U M] A (a, b) where 0 < a < b^ < b < 1. Assume that there 
exists a neighborhood of b^, call it V, such that V c. U. It 
is apparent that V would have a subset, call it W, of the 
same form as U. Now since all open sets of T' are unions of 
finite intersections of subbase elements, there exists a 
positive integer j such that (ay, b J ) c. W. Observe that a^ 
is a limit point of W, hence of V, and a j jé U. Therefore 
V  £ u .  
(c) Observe that each open set of (I, T') contains an 
interval. Therefore, each open set of (I, T1) contains a 
rational number. Hence, the set of rational numbers contained 
in I, is a countable dense subset of (I, T1), and I under T1 
is a separable space. 
(d) Observe from the definition of T1 that if p e I, 
then one of the following forms a countable base, or local 
countable base, at p for T'. 
(1) I A (p - 1/n, p + 1/n), n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
(2) (p - 1/n, p + 1/n)A {M u pj, n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
(3) (p - 1/n, p + 1/n)A IN V pj, n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
19 
It follows that (I, T1) is a first countable space. 
(e) Observe that each element x s K has a neighborhood 
of the form U A [M v x"\, U an open set of (I, TQ). Now if 
XQ is a particular element of K, observe that no union of 
finite intersections of sets which are open in (I, T' ), ex­
cluding those of the form U rt [M U Xq} where U is an open set 
of (I, TQ), is equal to a set of the form U ft [ M u XQ], where 
U is an open set of (I, TQ). Hence, since it is well known . 
that K consists of a non-denumerable number of elements, it 
follows that (I, T1) is not second countable. 
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III. CONNECTIVITY FUNCTIONS 
Definition 3.1. The graph of a function f:X _+ Y is the 
subset of X x Y consisting of the elements (x, f(x)), x e X: 
this set will be symbolized P(f). For C c X, the function 
f|C:C .+ Y is defined to be the restriction of f to C. Hence 
r ( f |C) c T ( f ) .  
Definition 3.2. The function f:X Y is said to be a 
connected function if and only if the image of every con­
nected subset of X is a connected subset of Y. 
Definition 3.3. The connectivity structure K(X, T) of a 
space (X, T) is the collection of all subsets of X that are 
connected in (X, T). 
Definition 3.4. The component structure C (X, T) of a 
space (X, T) is the collection of all components of (X, T). 
It should be observed that, for any given space such as 
(X, T), C(X, T) <= K(X, T). 
Definition 3.5. If (X, T) and (Y, a) are spaces, then 
the cartesian product space will be denoted by 
(X x Y, [T x cr]),. where [T X cr] is the topology whose subbase 
consists of elements of the form U * V where U e T and V s cr. 
Definition 3.6. If (X, T) and (Y, cr) are topological 
spaces, f : (X, T) _> (Y, cr) a function, then f is a connectivity 
function if and only if C e K(X, T) implies 
r (f|C) e K(X x Y, [T x (y]). 
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The following lemma is well known and, hence, shall be 
stated without proof. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, T) and (Y, a) be spaces and f:X _+ Y 
a continuous function. If A e K(X, T) , then f (A) e K( Y, o r ) .  
Definition 3.7. If the set C is contained in (X, T) 
then (C, t i C) is the space consisting of elements of C 
under the relative topology. 
Theorem 3.1. If f : (X, T) _+ ( Y, cr) is a connectivity 
function, then f is a connected function. 
Proof. Let C be a connected subset of (X, T). From the 
definition of connectivity function, T(f|C) e K(X x Y, [T X cr] ). 
Let g be the projection of F(f|C) into Y, and let 
A = g(P(f|C)). It is well known that g, as defined, is a 
continuous function. Hence, applying Lemma 3.1, A e K(Y, cr). 
It follows that f is a connected function. 
The following example illustrates that the converse to 
Theorem 3.1 is false. 
Example 3.1. Let X = I and Y = I. Let f be the 
identity function, that is f(x) = x, x s I. Define 
OO 
U = u (l/2n, l/(2n + 1)) and 
n=l 
OO 
V = u (l/(2n + 1), l/(2n + 2)) and 
n=l 
observe that U a V = 0. Let the subbase for the topology of 
(X, T) consist of open subsets of I under TQ and [o] « U and 
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the subbase for the topology of ( Y, cr) consist of members of 
TQ and 10} u v. It is apparent from Theorem 2.6 that inter­
vals are the connected subsets of I under both T and cr ? and 
it is also apparent that f takes intervals onto intervals. 
It follows immediately that f:(X, T) ( Y, a ) is a connected 
function. Now in order to verify that f:(X5 T) _• (Y, cr) is 
not a connectivity function, consider r(f) for it is easily 
seen that I is connected under T. It is apparent that (X, T) 
and (Y, cr) being Hausdorff spaces imply that (X * Y, [T X cr]) 
is a Hausdorff space. Hence (0, 0) is a closed subset of 
(X x Y, [T x cr] ) which implies it is a closed subset of p(f). 
Observe that W = ( (0J v u) x ( [0} o V) is an open set of 
(X x Y) [T X cr]) such that W n p(f) = {(0, 0)J . Therefore 
(0, 0) is an open subset of p(f). It follows from Lemma 2.1 
that r(f) is not a connected subset of (X x Y, [T X cr]) which 
insures that f is not a connectivity function. 
Definition 3.8. Let f:(X, T) _» (Y, cr) be a given func­
tion. a is the product topology of f, denoted by ^  = f ^(a), 
if and only if a consists of all sets f ^(U) for U open in 
(Y, o). 
Definition 3.9. Let f:(X, T) (Y, cr) be a given func­
tion. a is the T-product topology of f, denoted by 
A = [T " f-'L( cr) 3 ? if and only if T « f-1(cr) is a subbase 
for a. 
Definition 3.10. The function f:(X, T) (Y, cr) is a 
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strong-connectivity function if and only if the identity 
function i:(X, T) _> (X, T^) is a connectivity function where 
= [T u f "*"(cr)]> that is, is the T-product topology of f. 
The following well known lemma shall be stated without 
proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (X, T) and (Y, 0) be spaces and 
f:(X, T) .+ (Y, a) be a given function. Then the function 
h: (X, T) (r(f) , [T x ff] n T(f)) defined by h(a) = (a, f(a)) 
is a homeomorphism if and only if f is continuous. 
Lemma 3.3. Let be a finer topology for X than T. 
If K(X, T) <S K(X, TJ), then the identity function, 
i: (X, T) _+ (X, T^) 
is a connectivity function. 
Proof. Assume that i is not a connectivity function. 
Then there exists a set C such that C e K(X, t) and 
T(i|C) I K(X x  X, [T x Tx]). 
However, observe that i-1:(X, -+ (X, T) is a continuous 
function and that C E K(X, T^). Since i ^ is a continuous 
function, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that P(i "*"|C) = P(i|C) is 
homeomorphic to C in (X, T^). Hence it is apparent that 
T(i|C) e K ( X  x  X ,  [ u  x  t 1 ] ) .  
Applying Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.3 may be restated in the 
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following form. 
Lemma 3.3'. Let T^ be a finer topology for X than T. 
The identity function, i: (X, T) _> (X, T^) is a connected 
function if and only if it is a connectivity function. 
Lemma 3.4. If f : (X, T) _+ (Y, a) is a function then the 
T-product topology, call it T^, is the coarsest topology finer 
than T for X such that f is continuous. 
Proof. Since f is to be continuous, f (U) where U is 
an open subset of (Y, cr) must be open in the new topology for 
X, call this new topology T^. Therefore T^ is finer than the 
product topology of f, f "*"(a). Therefore T^ must be finer 
than TJ = [T T/ f "^ ( cr) ]. It is obvious that f:(X, T^ ) _> ( Y, a) 
is continuous and that T^ is finer than T. It follows that 
Tj is the coarsest topology satisfying the criteria of the 
lemma. 
Theorem 3.2. The function f:(X, T) (Y, a) is a strong-
connectivity function if and only if there exists a finer 
topology than T, call it T^, such that f : (X, T^) _V (Y, a) is 
continuous and the identity function, i:(X, T) (X, T^), is 
a connected function. 
Proof. Assume that f : (X, T) -> ( Y, a) is a strong-
connectivity function. Let T^ be the T-product topology of 
f. From the definition of strong-connectivity function it 
follows that i:(X, T) _+ (X, TJ) is a connectivity function 
and, hence, a connected function. Applying Lemma 3.4, 
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f : (X, (Y, a) is continuous and it follows that T-^ 
satisfies the criteria of the theorem. 
Assume that there exists a topology finer than T, call 
it ; such that f:(X, T^) ( Y, cr) is continuous and the 
identity function, i:(X, T) _+ (X, T-^) is a connected function. 
Let %2 be the T-product topology of f. Applying Lemma 3.4, 
it is apparent that T^ is a coarser topology than t^. There­
fore, since i:(X, T) _+ (X, T-^) is a connected function, 
i:(X, T) _> (X, T2) is a connected function. Now since T^ is 
finer than T, Lemma 3.3' insures that i:(X, T) _> (X, TG) is a 
connectivity function and, hence, f:(X, T) (Y, cr) is a 
strong-connectivity function. 
Corollary 3.1. The function f:(X, T) (Y, a) is a 
strong-connectivity function if and only if i:(X, T) _V (X, T^), 
where T-^ = [T u f'^tcr)], is a connected function. 
Proof. Observe that if f:(X, T) _> (Y, a) is a strong-
connectivity function, then from the definition of strong-
connectivity function i:(X, T) _+ (X, T^) is a connectivity 
function and, hence, a connected function. 
If i:(X, T) _+ (X, TJ^) is a connected function, then 
of this corollary satisfies the conditions of the T^ of 
Theorem 3.2 and the proof is complete. 
Definition 3.11. The components of (X, T) are preserved 
in (X, cr) if and only if for each C e C(X, T) it is true that 
C eC(X, o"). 
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It is of interest to observe that the components of 
(X, T) are preserved in (X, cr) implies that the components 
of (X, cr) are preserved in (X, T) . 
Definition 3.12. The function f:(X, T) (Y, <y ) is a 
quasi-connectivity function if and only if components of 
(X, T) are preserved in (X, T^) where TJ_ is the T-product 
topology of f. 
Theorem 3.3. If f:(X, T)_+(Y, cr) is a quasi-connectivity 
function then C e C(X, T) implies P(f|C) e K(X * Y, [T X cr] ), 
in fact, implies P(f |C) e K(T(f|C), [T^ * cr] ^ P(f |C) ). 
Proof. Let C in C(X, T) be given. It follows from the 
definition of quasi-connectivity function that C s C(X, T^) 
where T^ is the T-product topology of f. It is then apparent 
that C e K(X, TJ_). Now f:(X, T1) ( Y, a ) is continuous, 
hence from Lemma 3.2 it follows that (C, T^ n C) is homeo-
morphic to (P(f |C), [T-^ * cr] " P(fJC)). Therefore 
P(f |C) e K(X x  Y, [T1 x cr]). 
However [T * cr] is a coarser topology for X * Y than [T-^ X cr], 
therefore r(f)C) e K(X * Y, [T x cr]). 
The following example illustrates that C e K(X, T) is 
not a sufficient condition on the C of the preceding theorem. 
Example 3.2. Let f : (X, T) _+ ( Y, cr) be the identity 
function, X=Y=IXI,T= [TQ * TQ] and 
cr = [ (TQ x TQ) u {(1/4, 3/4] * (1/4, 3/4]]]. 
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Observe that I % I is the only component of either (X, T) or 
(X, [T U f "^( cr) ] ) = ( Y, a). It follows that f is a quasi-
connectivity function. Now 
N = (1/2, 7/8) % (1/2, 7/8) e K(X, t) and 
N E K(X * Y, [T X <J]). 
Theorem 3.4. Given the spaces (X, T) and (X, ) where 
Tj is a finer topology than t and where the components of 
(X, T) are preserved in (X, ) then the identity function, 
i:(X, T) (X, T^), is a quasi-connectivity function. 
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of the 
definition of quasi-connectivity function. 
The following is an example which illustrates that the 
function i as defined in the preceding theorem is not neces­
sarily a connected function, hence not necessarily a con­
nectivity function. 
Example 3.3. Let X = I, i (x) = x, = TQ and T be the 
topology whose subbase consists of the following sets. 
(1) (a, b) where 0 < a < b < 1. 
(2) [0, b) where 0 < b < 1. 
(3) (0, 1/2) o  (a, l] where 0 < a < 1. 
Observe that is finer than T. However N = (0, 1/2) 
(3/4, 1] is a connected subset of (X, T) and i(N) is not a 
connected subset of (X, T^). 
Theorem 3.5. If f:(X, t) (Y, u) is a strong-
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connectivity function then f is a connectivity function. 
Proof. Let C e K(X, T). It will suffice to show that 
T(f|C) s K(X x Y, [T x cr]). Let T-^ be the T-product topology 
of f. From the definition of strong-connectivity function and 
Theorem 3.1 it follows that i(C) = C e K(X, t^). Now since 
f : ( X j Tj_) _+ ( Y, a ) is continuous, Lemma 3.2 implies that 
r(fjC) E K(X x Y, [TJ x cr]). Therefore, since T^ is a finer 
topology than T, P ( f jC ) E K(X X Y, [T X cr]). 
Theorem 3.6. If f : (X, T) _+ ( Y, cr) is a connectivity 
function then f is a quasi-connectivity function. 
Proof. Let T^ = [f (cr) u T] and A s C(X, T). It will 
suffice to show that A e C(X, t^). However if A s K(X, T^), 
it is apparent that A s C(X, T^). Hence, it shall be shown 
that A s K(X, TJ). Assume that A is not in K(X, T^). Then A 
can be written as D u E where D / 0, E / 0, D n E = 0 and 
D n Ê - 0. Observe that f : (X, T^ ) _+ (Y, cr) is a continuous 
function and, hence from Lemma 3.2, (P(f j A )  ,  [  ( T ^ n  A) x  a  ]  )  
is homeomorphic to (A, T-^ n A). 
Now let B = P(f|D) and C = P(f|E) and observe that 
P(f jA) = B o C where BflC = 0, B / 0, C / 0 and B and C are 
open sets in (B u C, [(t^h A) x cr]). However B contains at 
least one limit point of C or C contains at least one limit 
point of B in the topology of [T % cr]. Without loss of 
generality it may be assumed that B contains at least one 
limit point of C and call such a limit point b'. Notice that 
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any neighborhood of b' in (A x Y, [(T « A) * (cr  n Y)]) will 
contain an element of C. 
Let b e A be the element such that (b, f(b)) = b' and 
Nfo e such that b e and n E = 0. Now N^ e can be 
written as u G„ where, for each a, G = H n J , H e f "*"(&) 
^ u, CZ u (X u 
and Ja s T. Therefore for some j, b e Gj. Hence b e Hj and 
b s J j. Observe that f (Hj ) <= Kj E cr, Jj E T, f (b) E Kj and 
b s Jj. It follows that S = (Jj % K j ) E T x a contains 
(b, f(b)) = b1. Therefore S contains an element of C, call 
it (d, f(d)) where d E A. Therefore d £ Jj and d s Hj. Hence 
d s Jj " Hj = Gj and d E N^. 
Now observe thai (d, f(d)) E C implies d E E. Therefore 
Ny contains an element of E and N^ A E / 0. This contradic­
tion implies that A e K(X, T-^). 
Corollary 3.2. Let f : (X, T) (Y, cr) be a strong-
connectivity function then f is a quasi-connectivity function. 
Proof. This corollary follows directly from Theorems 
3.5 and 3.6. 
Theorem 3.7. If f : (X, t) (Y, o*) is a connectivity 
function then f is a strong-connectivity function. 
Proof. Let = [f "*" ( a) u T] . It will suffice to show 
that i:(X, T) _+ (X, T^) is a connectivity function. Let 
C E K(X, T). Hence T(f|C) E K(X X Y, [T X a]) and 
G = f (C) E K(Y, cr). Now let f|C = f ' and observe that it is 
a connectivity function. Therefore, applying Theorem 3.6, f! 
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is a quasi-connectivity function. Now since C is a component 
of (C, T i C), Theorem 3.3 implies 
r ( f ' )  e K(C * G, [(^ « C) * (a »G)]). 
However f':(C, n C) _+ (G, a n G) is continuous and it fol­
lows from Lemma 3.2, that (r(f'), [T^ * cr] n P(f ' ) ), is homeo-
morphic to (C, C). Hence C e K(C, C) K(X, T-^) . 
Therefore i : (X, T) (X, T-^) is a connected function and, as 
a result of Lemma 3.3', a connectivity function. 
Corollary 3.3. The terms strong-connectivity function 
and connectivity function are equivalent. 
Proof. This corollary follows directly from Theorems 
3.5 and 3.7. 
As a result of the preceding corollary, strong-
connectivity function and connectivity function shall be re­
ferred to under the latter term.. Connectivity function does 
imply quasi-connectivity function, but quasi-connectivity 
function does not imply connectivity function. Example 3.2 
suffices as an example of a quasi-connectivity function which 
is not a connectivity function. 
Theorem 3.8. Let f:(X, T) _+ (Y, o) be a quasi-
connectivity function and g : ( Y, cr) _+ (Z, A) be a continuous 
function. The composite function gf:(X, T) _> (Z, A) is a 
quasi-connectivity function. 
Proof. Let = [T U f~^"(a)]. Observe that 
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f : (X, Tj ) _+ (Y, cr) is continuous and, hence, 
_ 1 
gf:( X ,  T ^ )  _ +  ( Z ,  A )  is continuous. Let = [T  O  (gf) (A ) ]  
= [T u f"-'•g-^(A) ] <£• [T u f (cr ) ]. Therefore % c. 
Now, since components of ( X ,  T) are preserved in ( X ,  T^ ) ,  
they are preserved in (X, ^ ), and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 3.9. Let f : (X, T) (Y, a) be a continuous 
function and g:(Y, a) _+ (C, A) be a quasi-connectivity func­
tion. The composite function gf : (X, T) (C, A) is a quasi-
connectivity function if and only if f : (X, T) _+ ( Y, cr^) is a 
quasi-connectivity function where = [cr u g ^" (A) ] -
Proof. Let f:(X, T) _+ (Y, cr^) be a quasi-connectivity 
function. Since g : ( Y, CJJ_) _+ (C, A) is continuous, it follows 
from Theorem 3.8 that gf : (X, T) _> (C, A) is a quasi-
connectivity function. 
Let gf:(X, T) _+ (C, A) be a quasi-connectivity function 
and = [T U (gf )-1(A) ]• Let D s cr, then f ^(D) e T and, 
hence, f-1(D) e Let E e g"^(A) be a set such that there 
exists a set F s A  and g ^(F) = E. It follows that E s cr-^. 
Now (gf)~^(F) e T^. Therefore, since (gf) "^(F) = f ^g ^(F), 
f "*"(£) E . 
Let G s cr^. Now, since G E cr^, G must be the union of 
finite intersections of sets in a  and of sets in g "*"(A )  .  
Sets of the type of D are those which are in a and sets of 
the type E are those which are in g ^(A). It follows that G 
can be represented as a union of finite intersections of sets 
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of type E and of type D. Therefore, since f (D) e and 
f "*"(£) s , applying the well known fact that the inverse 
of a function preserves unions and intersections, it follows 
that f(G) e Hence f : (X, (Y, is a continuous 
function. Let = [T u f (A )  ]  a n d  o b s e r v e ,  a s  a  c o n ­
sequence of Lemma 3.4, that is the coarsest topology for 
X such that f is continuous. It follows that is a finer 
topology than and that is a finer topology than T. 
Now, since components of (X, T) are preserved in (X, T-^) , 
components of (X, T) are preserved in (X, Therefore 
f : (X, T) (Y, a-jJ is a quasi-connectivity function. 
Theorem 3.10. If f : (X, T) ( Y, cr) is a connectivity 
function and g: (Y, a ) _> (Z, A) is a continuous function then 
gf : (X, T) (Z, A) is a connectivity function. 
Proof. Assume that gf is not a connectivity function, 
then there exists a set C E K(X, T) such that 
T(gf | C )  £  K ( X  x Z ,  [T x A ] ) .  
Therefore P(gf|C) = A v B, Â A B = 0, A a B = 0, A / 0 and 
B / 0. 
Let D and E be subsets of (X, T) such that F(gf|D) = A 
and r(gf|E) = B. Observe that D u E = C, D 1 E = 0, D / 0 
and E / 0. Now consider the two sets P(f|D) and F(f|E) in 
(X * Y, [T x cr] ). Ce K(X, T) and f a connectivity function 
requires that F(f |D) u r(f|E) e K(X x Y, [T X cr]) even though 
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r(f |D) fi r(fJE) = 0, r(fjD) / 0 and P(f|E) / 0. Now, either 
r(f|D) contains a limit point of P(f|E) or P(f|E) contains a 
limit point of P(f|D). Without loss of generality, it may be 
assumed that the former statement is true and call such a 
limit point (a, f(a)) where a e D c X. It follows that every 
neighborhood of (a, f (a) ) in (X * Y, [T X cr]) contains at 
least one element of P( f'| E). 
Let N„ e T x A such that (a, gf(a)) e N and such that 
a a 
Nq contains no element of B. Since (a, gf(a)) £ A, if there 
does not exist such a neighborhood of (a, gf(a)) as Na, then 
P(gf |C) • c (X x Z, [T x A]) is a connected set and the proof 
is complete. Let Pz and Px be the projections of Ng from 
(X x z, [t x A])j respectively, onto (Z, A) and (X, T), that 
is, Ng = Px x P2- It follows that g ^(Pz) is an open set of 
(Y, cr) containing f(a) and that P^ is an open set of (X, T) 
containing a. Therefore G = Px * g~^(Pz) is an open set of 
(X t Y, [T x cr]) which contains (a, f (a) ). Hence, by the 
choice of a, G contains an element, call it (b, f(b)) where 
b EX, of r(fjE), which implies that b e Px and gf(b) £ P^. 
It is then apparent that (b, gf(b)) e N . However, b E E 
implies (b, gf(b)) e B, which contradicts the assumption. 
Theorem 3.11. Let f:(X, T) (Y, cr) be a continuous 
function and g:(Y, a) (Z, A) be a connectivity function. 
Then the composite function gf : (X, T) _+ (Z, A) is a con­
nectivity function if and only if f:(X, T) (Y, cr^) is a 
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connectivity function where cr^ = [cr u g (A )  ]  •  
Proof. Assume that f:(X, T) _+ (Y, o±) is a connectivity 
function. It is apparent that g:(Y, cr-^) -+• (2, A) is a con­
tinuous function. Therefore it follows, as a result of 
Theorem 3.10, that gf : (X, T) _> (Z, A) is a connectivity 
function. 
Assume that gf:(X, T) _+ (Z, A) is a connectivity func­
tion. Let Tj = [(gf) ^ "(A) U t] = [f "*"() u • It follows 
from gf being a connectivity function, Corollary 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.3' that C e K(X, T) implies C e K(X, T^). Since 
f : (X, TJ_) -> ( Y, Oj_) is continuous, (P ( f ), [T^ X cr^]) is homeo-
morphic to (X, T^) by Lemma 3.2. Therefore P(f|C) is a con­
nected set in (X * Y, [TJ * cr-^]) However (X * Y, [T * o^]) 
is a coarser topology than (X x Y, [T^ * o^]); hence P(f|C) 
is a connected set in (X * Y, [T *. cr^] and f : (X, T) ( Y, cxj_) 
is a connectivity function. 
From the preceding theorem, the question might arise in 
regard to relaxing the restriction that f:(X, T) _• (Y, ) be 
a connectivity function to the restriction that f:(X, T) _+ 
(Y, ff^) be a quasi-connectivity function. Or, perhaps of 
even greater interest, it is possible to consider additional 
restrictions to put on a quasi-connectivity function to insure 
that it is a connectivity function. One such additional re­
striction is considered by examining the equivalence of the 
following two statements. 
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(A) f : (X, T) -> (Y, a) is continuous and f:(X, T) -> 
(Y) o"j^) is a quasi-connectivity function, where is a finer 
topology than cr and the components of (Y, cr) are preserved in 
(Y, 
(B) f:(X, T) _+ (Y, CTJ_) is a connectivity function. 
The following example is sufficient to insure that the 
above two statements are not equivalent. 
Example 3.4. Let X = Y = I, f(x) = x, cr = il) u 10}, 
°1 = T0 anc* T *3e the topology whose subbase consists of the 
following open sets. 
(i) (a, b) where 0 < a < b < 1. 
(ii) [0, b) where 0 < b < 1. 
(iii) (0, 1/2) V (a, l] where 0 < a < 1. 
Observe that f:(X, T) -+ (Y, crj_) of Example 3.4 is not a con­
nectivity function, but satisfies Statement A. 
Theorem 3.12. Let f : (X, T) _>. ( Y, cr) and g:(Y, cr) -> 
(Z, A) be given functions. Then gf : (X, T) _+ (Z, A) is a 
connectivity function if and only if f:(X, t) _+ (Y, o^), 
where 0,1 is the product topology of g, is a connectivity 
function. 
Proof. Assume that f : (X, T) -> (Y, CJ^) is a connectivity 
function. It follows from Theorem 3.10, since g: (Y, a^) 
(Z, A) is a continuous function, that gf:(X, T) _+ (Z, A) is 
a connectivity function. 
Assume that gf:(X, T )  _ V  ( Z ,  A) is a connectivity 
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function. Let = [T U (gf ) ( A) ] and observe that 
i:(X, t) _+ (X, is a connectivity function. Now since 
T-]_ = [T U (gf)-1(A)] = [T u f"1g~1(A)] = [T o f"1(ff1)]) 
it follows that f:(X, T) _+ (Y, c^) is a connectivity func­
tion. 
Corollary 3.4. Let f : (X, T) (Y, a) and g:(Y, cr) 
(Z, A) be given functions. If f:(X, T) (Y, cr^), where cr^ 
is the (r-product topology of g, is a connectivity function 
then gf:(X, T) (Z, A) is a connectivity function. 
Proof. Assume that f:(X, T) (Y, cr) is a connectivity 
function and let cr^ = g (A) . From the definition of connec­
tivity function, any connected set in (X, T) has the property 
that the graph of f restricted to this set is connected in 
(X x Y, [T x cr^] ) and, hence, in (X x Y, [T * a^\ ). Therefore 
f:(X, T) (Y, o-g) is a connectivity function and, applying 
Theorem 3.12, gf:(X, T) (Z, A) is a connectivity function. 
If f : (X, T) (Y, cr) and g: ( Y, cr) _+ (Z, A) are given 
functions', then as a result of Corollary 3.4, the following 
question might arise. Does gf:(X, T) _+ (Z, A) being a con­
nectivity function imply that f : (X, T) _+ ( Y, cr^), where 
0*2 = [cr v g"^(A)]? is a connectivity function? The following 
example illustrates, even if the additional restriction that 
f and g be connectivity functions is included, that the above 
question has a negative answer. 
Example 3.5. Let X = Y = I and f = g = gf = i where i 
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is the identity function. Let = (1/2, 1), = (1/3, 1/2), 
Mg = (1/4, 1/3) and, for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., Mfi = (l/(n + 1), 
1/n). Let T = [TQ U[OVA^],CJ = [TQ U [0 U B]  and 
A = [TQ u [0 v c3] where A, B and C are defined in the fol­
lowing manner. Form the following columns as indicated. 
A  B  C  
Mj • M2 
M2 Mg Mg 
M 4  M 4  M 5  
Mn-1 Mn-1 "n 
Mn Mn+1 "n+l 
Then A equals the union of elements of column A, B equals 
the union of elements of column B and C equals the union of 
elements of column C. 
Definition 3.13. A function f is an intrinsic function 
on a set X if the function is defined on X and if f(X) c. X. 
Definition 3.14. Given a set Y c X, a function 
f:(X, T) _+ (Y, T n Y) is called a retract function (RF) of 
X onto Y if f is an intrinsic continuous function such that 
Y = f(X) and f[f(x)] = f(x) for each x e X. 
Definition 3.15. If f is a retract function of X onto Y, 
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then Y is called a retract (R) of X. 
Definition 3.16. Given a set Y c X, a function 
f : (X, T) _+ (Y, T rv Y) is called a connectivity retract 
function (CRF) of X onto Y if f is an intrinsic connectivity 
function such that Y = f(X) and f[f(x)] = f(x) for each x e X. 
Definition 3.17. If f is a connectivity retract func­
tion of X onto Y, then Y is called a connectivity retract 
(CR) of X. 
Theorem 3.13. An intrinsic connectivity function f 
defined on a set X is a CRF of X onto Y if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) f (X) c. Y. 
(b) for each x e Y, f(x) = x. 
Proof. Assume that f is a CRF of X onto Y. From the 
definition of CRF, f (X) = Y c. Y. Since f(X) = Y, for each 
x e Y there exists a z in X such that f(z) = x. Hence from 
the definition of CRF, f(f(z)) = f(z) or f(x) = x for x s Y. 
Assume that f(X) <= Y and that for each x e Y, f(x) = x. 
For each y e X, f(y) e Y. It follows that f(f(y)) = f(y) for 
each y e X. Observe that the second condition of this theorem 
implies f(X) ? f(Y) = Y. Therefore f(X) = Y and f is a CRF. 
Theorems 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 will first be stated and 
proved jointly, since the proofs are essentially the same. 
Theorem 3.14. Let f : (X, T) _+ (Y, a), where cr = (T N Y), 
be a CRF and g: (Y, cr) (Z, A) , where A = (cr A Z) , be a RF, 
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then gf : (X, T) _+ (Z, A) is a CRF. 
Theorem 3.15. Let f:(X, T) _+ ( Y, a), where a = (t /I Y)5 
be a RF and g:(Y, cr) (Z, A)? where A = (cr fl Z), be a CRF, 
then gf : (X, T) (Z, A) is a CRF if and only if 
f : (X, T) _+ ( Y, o^), where = [cr u g 1(A)]? is a 
connectivity function. 
Theorem 3.16. Let f : (X, T) ( Y, cr), where a = (T fl 'Y), 
be a CRF and g: ( Y, a) (Z, A) ? where A = (cr fl Z) , be a CRF, 
then gf : (X, T) _+ (Z, A) is a CRF if and only if f:(X, T) 
(Y, cr^), where a~ g""*"(A) ? is a connectivity function. 
Proof. Since f and g are intrinsic functions, it fol­
lows that gf is an intrinsic function. Also, since f takes 
X onto Y and g takes Y onto Z, it is apparent that gf takes 
X onto Z. Observe that g is the identity function for 
elements of Z a Y and that f is the identity function for 
elements of Y c X. It follows that gf is the identity func­
tion for elements in Z, or that gf[gf(x)] = gf(x) for each 
x e X. Hence by Theorem 3.10, gf of Theorem 3.14 is a con­
nectivity function. Similarly by Theorem 3.11, gf of Theorem 
3.15 is a connectivity function and, therefore a CRF if and 
only if f : (X, T) _+ (Y, cr^), where = [cr u G-1(A) ] •> is a 
connectivity function. Also, by Theorem 3.12, gf of Theorem 
3.16 is a connectivity function and, therefore a CRF if and 
only if f : (X, T) _+ (Y, o^), where cr^ = g-1(A) > is a con­
nectivity function. 
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The following theorem, which is stated without proof, 
has been proven by Borsuk (1). 
Theorem 3.17. Each retract of a space is relatively 
closed in the space. 
The following example illustrates that a CR of a space 
(X, T) is not always a closed subset of X. 
Example 3.6. Let X consist of the rational numbers of 
[0, l] and all points of the interval [1, 2]. Let the topol­
ogy T on X be the relative topology of the reals. Observe 
that the only non-degenerate connected subsets of (X, T) are 
subintervals of [l, 2]. Define f(x) = x on [0, 1) and 
f(x) = 1/2 on [1, 2]. Observe that if C e K(X, T), then 
r(f|C) is connected. Also observe that Y, the CR of X under 
f, consists of the rational numbers of [0, 1). Y is not a 
closed subset of (X, T) since 1 is a limit point of Y. 
The preceding example is just one of a large class of 
CR's which are not closed subsets of the spaces of which 
they are CR's. The following theorem can be considered as 
a generalization of Example 3.6. 
Theorem 3.18. Any non-empty totally disconnected sub-
space Y of a space X is a CR of X. 
Proof. Define a function f by f(x) = x for x e Y and 
f(x) = k for x e X - Y where k e Y. It is apparent that all 
non-degenerate connected subsets of X are mapped onto the 
singleton k. It follows immediately that f is a CRF and that 
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Y is a CR of X. 
For convenience in notation, C' shall denote the set of 
limit points of the set C and C shall denote the closure of 
the set C. 
Theorem 3.19. Let (X, T) be a Hausdorff space (that is, 
distinct points have non-intersecting neighborhoods), Y a CR 
of X under f and C e K( Y, T ft Y) , then C «= Y. 
Proof. Assume that C 4 Y. It follows that there exists 
at least one element, a, such that a e C1 - Y. Now since 
C e K(Y, T n Y), a u C e K(X, T). Observe that (a, f(a)) £ A; 
where a = diagonal of X * X, since (a, f(a)) e A implies 
a 8 Y. A is a closed subset of X * X since X is a Hausdorff 
space. Hence X * X - A is an open subset of X * X containing 
(a, f(a)) and no element of A. Therefore (a, f(a)) is an 
open set in (P(f|C v a), [T * T] ^ P(f |C v a)). Now, since 
X K X is a Hausdorff space, (a, f(a)) is a closed set in 
(r(f(C v a), [T x T] n T(f|C v a)). The above contradicts 
the fact that f is a connectivity function. 
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a Hausdorff space. If Y is a 
CR of X, then each component of Y is a closed subset of X. 
Proof. This corollary is a result of the fact that a 
component of a set is a connected subset of the set and from 
Theorem 3.19. 
Corollary 3.6. Let Y be a CR of the Hausdorff space 
(X, T). If for each a s Y' there exists a C e C(Y, T n Y) 
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such that a e C ' , then Y is a closed subset of (X, T). 
Proof. This corollary follows directly from Corollary 
3.5. 
The following lemmas are apparent and, hence, stated 
without proof. 
Lemma 3.5. If D and E are connected subsets of a space 
X and if D and E contain a common point, then D u E is a con­
nected subset of X. 
Lemma 3.6. If A e K(X, T) , D e C (X, T) , then A CD or 
A cX - D. 
Theorem 3.20. If f is a CRF of (X, T) onto Y, C e C ( X> T) 
and C a Y / 0, then f [C is a CRF of C onto C A Y. 
Proof. It is apparent that f JC is a connectivity func­
tion. Therefore it is necessary only to show that f (C ) C, 
since f(C a Y) = C n Y. Now C " Y / 0, therefore let a be an 
element of C H Y. However a s Y implies f(a) = a e f(C), and 
f(C) is connected. Hence, by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, f (C) <£ C. 
Corollary 3.7. If f is a CRF of (X, T) onto Y and 
C e C(X, T), then C A Y e K(X, T), in fact, if C n Y / 0, 
C e C(Y, T n Y). 
Proof. It is apparent that the first part of this 
corollary is true if C A Y = 0, therefore assume C N Y / 0. 
Now C e C(X, T) implies C e K(X, T). It follows that 
f(C) E  K ( Y ,  T  A  Y) . Observe that f(C) = (f|C)(C) = C N  Y .  
Hence C N Y e K(Y, T A Y), which implies C A Y e K(X, T). 
Now let a e C n Y and C be the component of Y containing 
a. By Lemma 3.5 and the first part of this corollary, 
C* u (c fi Y) e: Y is connected. Therefore C A Y = C*. 
Corollary 3.8. If f is a CRF of (X, T) onto Y and there 
exists an element a e Y such that [a} e C(Y, i <\ Y), then all 
elements in the component of X containing a are mapped by f 
into f(a) = a. 
Proof. If b is an element of the component of X con­
taining a, then, from Theorem 3.20 since a e Y, f(b) = a. 
Theorem 3.21. If f is a CRF of (X, T) onto Y and there 
exists an element a e Y such that [a] e C(Y, i n Y), then 
Y - Laî is a CR of (X, T) . 
Proof. Let D be the component of (X, T) containing a, 
and b be an element of Y such that b / a. Define g(x) = f(x) 
for x e X - D and g(x) = b for x e D. Applying Lemma 3.6, 
observe that if E is a connected subset of (X, T) , E <=• D or 
E cX - D. In either case, F(g|E) is a connected set of 
(X X Y, [T X (T n Y)]), since if E <=• D then g j E is continuous 
and if E e X - D then g|E = f|E. It follows that g is a CRF 
of X onto Y - [aj . 
Theorem 3.22. If f is a CRF of the Hausdorff space 
(X, T) onto Y and there exists an element a s Y such that 
[a] £ C(Y, T I Y), then Y - [a] is not a CR of X. 
Proof. Since {a} is not a component of (Y, T n Y), a is 
properly contained in a component of Y and, hence, a component 
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of X. Let D designate the component of X containing a. 
Then by Corollary 3.7, D = D* H Y is the component of Y con­
taining a. If g is a CRF of X onto Y - [a], by Corollary 
3.7, D n (Y - {a} ) = D - {a} is connected. fa] £ C(Y, T n Y) , 
therefore D - {a} £ 0. If a e D1, by Theorem 3.19, 
a s D - a. If a E D and a £ D1, there exists a neighbor­
hood of a in Y, call it N , such that Ng n D = {a}. There­
fore, Ja} is an open set relative to (D, T A D). Now since 
(X, T) is a Hausdorff space, it follows that for each element 
b s D - fa], there exists an open set containing b, call it 
Ni., in Y such that a £ NK. Therefore N = *) N, is an open 
D D bsD 
set of ( Y ,  T A  Y) such that N n {a\ - 0 and N => D - {a} . It 
f o l l o w s  t h a t  D  £  C ( Y ,  T  A  Y ) .  
Lemma 3.7. If (X, T) is T^ (singleton sets are closed), 
a s X and a £ B' for each B E C(X, T) , then [a} s C(X, T) . 
Proof. Let D be the component of (X, T) containing a. 
Since a is not in D', there exists a neighborhood of a in 
(X, T), call it N , such that Ng n D = [a]. Now (X, T) is 
Tj, hence [al is both open and closed in (D, T n D). It fol­
lows that la} = D. 
Theorem 3.23. If Y is a CR of the T^ space (X, T) and 
there exists an element a s Y' such that a £ B1 for no com­
ponent B of Y, then Y - [a] is a CR of (X, T). 
Proof. If a £ Y, the proof is complete. Therefore 
assume that a s Y. It follows from Lemma 3.7, that [a} is a 
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component of Y. Therefore by applying Theorem 3.21, Y - [a} 
is a CR of (X, T). 
It should be observed that only a few properties of CR's 
in relation to the spaces of which they are CR's have been 
developed in this chapter. However, perhaps of even greater 
interest, is the possibility of extending the theory of 
absolute retracts as introduced by Borsuk (1) in the same 
manner as the theory of retracts was extended in this 
chapter. 
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IV. SPACE OF CONNECTIVITY FUNCTIONS 
Let [X? d] be a metric space where X represents the set 
of elements and d is the metric on the set X. Since every 
metrizable space has a bounded metric, the additional assump­
tion shall be made that d is a bounded metric. Denote by Xy 
the set of all connectivity functions on X into X.. 
Definition 4.1. If f and g are in X» then: 
p(f, g) = sup[d(f(x), g(x))|x e X]. 
Theorem 4.1. [X^, p] is a metric space. 
Proof. Let f and g be elements of Xy. Since d is a 
bounded metric, there exists a real number K such that 
d(f(x), g(x)) < K for every x e X and, hence, p(f, g) < K. 
Clearly p(f, g) = p(g, f) for every f and g in X%, p(f, g) >0 
and p(f, g) = 0 if and only if f(x) = g(x) for every x s X, 
that is, if and only if f and g are the same connectivity 
function. 
The triangle property for the metric remains to be 
checked. Let f, g and h be elements of Xy and let e > 0 be 
given. Hence there exists an element x£ e X such that: 
p(f, h) < d(f(x£), h(x£)) + e 
< d(f(xg), g(x£)) + d(g(x£) , h(x£)) + s 
< p(f> g) + p(g, h) + e. 
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Therefore p (f, h) < p ( f, g) + p(g, h), completing the proof. 
Lemma 4.1. Let [H, a] be a metric space with metric cr. 
Then a uniformly convergent sequence, fn(x), of connectivity 
functions from [H, cr] into [H, cr] converge to a connectivity 
function. 
Proof. Assume that the sequence (fn(x)|, n = 1, 2, 3, 
..., converges uniformly to the function f(x) and that f(x) 
is not a connectivity function. Therefore there exists a 
connected subset of H, call it J, such that T(f|J) is not a 
connected set in H * H. Hence r(f JJ) = A « B where A / 0, 
B / 0, An B = 0 and An B = 0. Let D be the set of elements 
of H for which P(f|D) = A and E the set of elements of H for 
which T(f|E) = B. Observe that D v E = J and D n E = 0. 
Since (fn(x)j , n = 1, 2, 3, ..., is a uniformly con­
verging sequence, there exists a positive integer N such that 
for each x e H, hence for each x e J, and for all n > N, 
ff(f (x), f(x)) < e/3. Choose nQ such that nQ > N. Therefore 
CR(fno(x) , f (x) ) < E/3. 
Let F = r(fnQ|D) and G = r(fn |E). Observe F / 0 ,  
G / 0, F n G = 0, but not both F (\ G = 0 and F a G = 0 since 
F u G = T(fn |J). Assume F n G / 0. The proof is similar 
n0 
if F n G / 0. Therefore there is an element g e J such that 
( g ,  f ^  ( g ) )  e  G  a n d  a  s e t  o f  e l e m e n t s  x m E J ,  m  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  
..., such that (xm, fn^(xm)) e F, m = 1, 2, 3, —, and 
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limit f (x ) = f - (g), limit x = g, or for m > Ni, where N-, 
m—)?0 0 m n0 nw°° m 1 1 
is a sufficiently large positive integer, 
(% ), f (g)) < e/3. 
n0 0 
Hence for m > Np 
(4.1) cr ( f ( g ), f(x )) <cr(f(g), f (g) ) + a ( f  (g), f (x )) 
m nQ nQ no 111 
+ o(fn0(xm'' f(xm" 
< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e. 
Now since g e E and x e D, m = 1, 2, 3, (g, f(g)) e B 
and (x j f(xm)) e A, m = 1, 2, 3, .... However from In­
equality 4.1, limit f(x ) = f(g). Therefore since 
m_=° 
limit x = g, limit (xm, f(xm)) = (g, f(g)) and À n B / 0, 
m_~ m_°° 
which implies by contradiction that f(x) is a connectivity 
function. 
Theorem 4.2. If [X, d] is a complete space, then the 
metric space [X^, p] is complete. 
Proof. Let [fn}, n = 1, 2, 3, ..., be a Cauchy sequence 
of elements of Xy and e > 0 be given. Hence there exists a 
positive integer N such that m, n > N implies p(f^, f ) < e/2. 
Consequently, for each x e X, the sequence [ffi(x)j is a 
Cauchy sequence of elements of the complete space [X, d]. 
It follows that for each x e X there exists a unique element 
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of X to which the Cauchy sequence £ fn(x)} , n = 1, 2, 3, 
converges. For each x e X denote this unique element by 
f (x). Thus the function f:X X is well defined. 
Now it is necessary to show that the sequence lfnl? 
n = 1, 2, 3, ..., converges to f and f e Xy. Assume that 
N is such that m, n > N implies p(f^, f ) < e/2 as in the 
preceding paragraph. This assumption implies that 
d(fm(x)) f (x)) < e/2 for all x e X. Therefore 
d(fn(x), f(x)) < d(fn(x), fm(x)) + d(fm(x), f(x)) 
< e/2 + d(fm(x), f(x)) 
for each x e X. Let XQ be an element of X. Since !f^(xg)) 
m = 1, 2} 3, ..., is a Cauchy sequence having f(XQ) as its 
limit, there exists a MQ such that if m > MQ, 
d(fm(xo)? f(xQ)) < e/2. Therefore for n > N and m > max[N, MQ 
d(£n(x0)' f (%[))) < e/2 + d^fm^x0^ ' 
< e/2 + e/2 = e. 
Observe that the only restrictions on XQ is that it be an 
element of X. Hence for each x e X, n > N implies 
d(ffi(x), f(x)) < e, 
or 
p(fn> f) < e» 
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and the sequence [fn], n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , converges to f 
uniformly. Applying Lemma 4.1, f is a connectivity function. 
Therefore f e and [X%, p] is a complete metric space. 
One aspect of the space of connectivity functions which 
has not been considered in this chapter is that of essential 
fixed points. It is through the space of continuous func­
tions that the theory of essential fixed points of continuous 
functions has been developed. The question arises in regard 
to the existence of a metric having the properties of the p 
of this chapter and yet allowing through it the extension of 
the theory of essential fixed points to connectivity func­
tions in a manner similar to the technique used for con­
tinuous functions. 
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